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1 IntroductionThe use of public-key encryption [DH, RSA] for secure network communication has received con-siderable attention. Such systems are e�ective against a \passive" eavesdropper, namely one whomerely taps the communication line and tries to decipher the intercepted messages. However, aspointed out by Needham and Schroeder [NS], an improperly designed protocol can be vulnerableto \active" sabotage.The \active" saboteur (adversary) may be a legitimate user in the network. He can intercept andalter messages, impersonate other users, or initiate instances of the protocol between himself andother users in order to use their responses. It is possible that through such complex manipulationshe can read messages that are supposed to be protected without cracking the cryptosystem in use.In view of this danger it is desirable to have a formal model for discussing security issues ina precise manner. The �rst such model was introduced by Dolev and Yao [DY], and constitutesthe subject of this paper. The Dolev and Yao model consists of a restricted class of \memorylessprotocols" and a related de�nition of insecurity. Loosely speaking, a protocol is insecure if there isa way to obtain the initial message (which is transferred by it), even if the public-key encryptionin use are \ideal". This insecurity de�nition captures all possible weaknesses in the \high levelstructure" of the protocol; that is, weaknesses that are independent of the particular encryptionfunction used to implement the abstract protocol.Dolev and Yao considered two-party protocols that proceed in phases as follows. In the �rstphase the \�rst" party applies a predetermined sequence of encryption and decryption operators toan initial message of his choice and transmit the result. In each later phase, a predetermined partyapplies a predetermined operator sequence to the last message he/she received and transmits theresult. The set of operators was later extended to contain name appending/deletion operators, andthe resulting protocols were called ping-pong protocols. The related insecurity de�nition capturesall possible \generic" manipulations that the saboteurs can apply to messages they intercept, bypossibly using \replays" of the very protocol. In \generic manipulations" we mean actions which donot depend on the speci�c cryptosystem in use, but rather relate only to the \high level structure"of the protocol. (More details are given in section 2.1.)Dolev and Yao have demonstrated that testing the security of a two-party ping-pong protocolcan be done in polynomial time. A much more e�cient algorithm was presented by Dolev, Evenand Karp [DEK]. Its running time is O(n3), where n is the length of the input.The purpose of this paper is to further investigate the Dolev and Yao model by considering twonatural extensions of it.1. First we consider multi-party ping-pong protocols. This naive-looking extension causes a lotof trouble. In contrast to the case of two-party ping-pong protocols, where it was su�cientto consider the actions of a single saboteur, the situation in the general case is more involved:At least 3(p � 2) + 1 saboteurs should be considered for testing the security of a p-partyping-pong protocols. On the other hand, we show that 3(p� 2) + 2 saboteurs su�ce for thispurpose. A natural extension of [DEK] implies that for every �xed p, there is a polynomial-time algorithm for testing the security of p-party ping-pong protocols. For un�xed p this isnot likely to be the case, since we show that testing the security of multi-party ping-pongprotocols is NP-Hard (here p the number of participants is part of the input).2. Next, we slightly relax the \memoryless condition" by introducing operators that operate on\half words". It is shown that testing the security of protocols in this class in non-recursive.1
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